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The fine-structure contamination of vertical velocity spectra 
in the deep ocean* 
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Abstract--When determining vertical velocity spectra from temperature time series and the mean 
vertical temperature gradient, restrictions may arise from the existence of fine-structure. Pamtars (1971) 
and GAg~TT and MUNK (1971) have shown that the fine-structure contamination of internal gravity 
wave spectra can be written as a function of some statistical properties of the internal wave field and the 
vertical wave number spectrum of the fine-structure. A consistent set of current and temperature data 
was obtained during an experiment at Site D to study this problem. The wave number spectrum of the 
vertical temperature fine-structure and the apparent frequency spectrum of internal waves are deter- 
mined from these data. In contrast to the assumptions in the above models, our fine-structure data 
imply a wave number spectrum proportional to (wave number) -3 in the range which is important here. 
Using the above set of data, a model is suggested to describe the effect of fine-structure on vertical 
velocity spectra computed with the mean vertical temperature gradient. It indicates a maximum fine- 
structure contamination of the true frequency spectrum of internal gravity waves in the middle of the 
internal wave band, with less contamination at low and high frequencies. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

TIME SERIES of vertical velocity in the deep ocean can be obtained either by direct 
measurements with floats or indirectly from moored temperature meters. 

The most successful attempt to measure vertical velocities directly was based on 
Webb's instrument (Voosz-ns, 1968; WEBn and WORTHn~CTON, 1968; VOORmS and 
WEBB, 1970). There, a float with an array of  tilted vanes is used which is balanced to 
stay at a predetermined depth. A vertical current turns the float around its vertical axis, 
and the rate of  rotation indicates the magnitude of vertical velocity. It  can be determined 
with the aid of  a magnetic compass reference. The data are recorded inside the 
instrument or transmitted to a ship acoustically. 

Unfortunately, it is yet impossible to obtain time series over more than a few days 
by this technique. Furthermore, it is often desirable to obtain horizontal and vertical 
velocities simultaneously at the same position. Although the horizontal motion of  the 
above float can be determined by using acoustic transponders, the resolution in time 
and space is very restricted. When there is a need for long simultaneous time series of  
horizontal and vertical velocity with a high resolution in time, temperature measure- 
ments by moored instruments are the only method available to determine vertical 
velocities in the deep ocean. 

. 

The time variation of  the temperature of  a water particle can be described by 

dT/dt :-  ~T/~t + u ~T/~x + v aT/~y + w ~T/~z, 
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where T = temperature 

t = time 

u = horizontal current component in x-direction 

v = horizontal current component in y-direction 

w = vertical current component in z-direction 

x, y, z = Cartesian co-ordinates. 

I f  Twere a conservative property, the expression in (1) would equal zero. For long-term 
changes this is not the case; diffusion will change the heat content of a water particle. 
Close to the surface, additional heat sinks and sources due to air-sea interaction will 
cause temperature variations even on short time scales. Thus the assumption of tem- 
perature being a conservative property will only be a good approximation for short-term 
changes in the deep ocean. The following discussion will therefore be restricted to the 
short-term variability in the internal gravity wave band in the deep ocean, and the 
magnitude of the vertical displacement will be assumed small enough to neglect 
adiabatic temperature changes. 

Furthermore, the two terms in (1) connected to horizontal advection will be neglected 
against the term containing vertical motion. This is possibly a poor approximation in 
areas with large horizontal temperature gradients. 

With the above assumptions one obtains 

_ (a y1 (2) w =  \ o z )  

Unfortunately, vertical variations in OT]bz usually cover scales down to values smaller 
than the scale of vertical displacements due to internal waves (e.g. SmDLER, 1969; 
OSBOm~ and Cox, 1972). Therefore, the vertical temperature gradient is more adequately 
described by a mean gradient OT/Oz and a fine-structure gradient bO/~z: 

OT/bz = aT/~z + bO/bz. (3) 

The averaging interval is chosen in a way which leads to bT/~z = oonst, and bO/bz = 0 
for scales somewhat larger than internal wave displacements. The available data indicate 
that the fine-structure varies sufficiently slowly in time and horizontal space to use the 
frozen fine-structure assumption for the following discussion (G~a~atm~r and MtmK, 
1971 ; OSBORN and Cox, 1972). 

It follows from (2) and (3): 

~T/~t 
w = (4) 

~T/~z + bO/~z 

The usual moored current/temperature meters do not measure the local temperature 
gradient. The mean gradient bT/Oz : T' can, however, be determined from hydro- 
graphic profiling, and w is usually calculated by neglecting bO/~z in (4): 

w ~ - ( r 3  - 1  ( 5 )  

The following discussion is an attempt to estimate the fine-structure contamination of 
the vertical velocity frequency spectrum when w is calculated from (5). 
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3. EARLIER F I N E - S T R U C T U R E  MODELS 

In his paper on spectra measured in an undulating layered medium, PHILLIPS (1971) 
showed that a step-like structure of layers and sheets introduces a contribution propor- 
tional to w-9. (co = angular frequency) to an internal wave spectrum, and REID (1971) 
gave the corresponding solution for the special case of  one step dividing two homogen- 
eous layers. 

GARRETr and MUNK (1971) treated the problem for the more general case where the 
statistics of  the layering is prescribed. They obtain the result that for a vertically 
homogeneous fine-structure field and a Gaussian wave field the frequency spectrum 
can be obtained if the fine-structure scale K - t  is small compared to the r.m.s, wave 
displacement Z, or: 

KZ >> 1. (6) 

Here K is determined from the fine-structure spectrum Fa(k) as a function of wave 
number k by: 

fkSjkL ks Fo(k) dk 
K 2 _ ( 7 )  

f k* Fo(k) dk 
k¢, 

kL and ks are some lower and upper wave number limits which are identified with 
layers and sheets in the case of  a step-like fine-structure. As will be seen later, this 
'fine-structure approximation' may well be a poor approximation because it is difficult 
to find a lower wave number limit for the fine-structure. 

According to equation (16) in GAR_~TT and MUNK'S paper (1971), the part of the 
auto-spectrum FTf*(w) of  temperature which is due to fine-structure superimposed on 
a mean gradient in the presence of  an internal wave field can be written as: 

1 " / 9 \  '~ ½ 
Fr"( to)  : / ~ )  SZFo'[k(p)]exp(--oJ~p)dp. (8) 

o 

Here, Fo'(k) = k s Fe(k) is the fine-structure gradient spectrum and Fo(k) is the fine- 
structure spectrum. The wave number k and the variable p are related by: 

k = [S Z X/(2p)] -1 . (9) 

The internal wave frequency scale S is given by: 

f~ r oJ~ FdoJ ) dee 
s 2  = (lO) 

f ~' F~(oJ) doJ 

Here f and N are the inertial and the Brunt-Vtiistilti frequency, F~(oJ) is the spectrum 
of  the displacement ~. Garrett  and Munk discuss the results of  their theory for two 
fine-structure models, one with a k -2 slope over the range k~. < k < ks  and zero other- 
wise, and another one with a steady decrease down to zero below kL. Both models yield 
similar results. In the later discussion, the problem will be treated along their line of  
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arguments, but the fine-structure model and the internal wave model will be based on 
wave number and frequency spectra obtained during a specific experiment. 

4. THE DATA 

Two moorings were placed at Site D (~b = 39°08'N, A -~ 69°59'W) for nine days. 
The horizontal separation was 920 m, and the water depth was approximately 2660 m. 
Current/temperature meters were placed at three levels (533, 583, 633 m). During one- 
day periods immediately after launching the second mooring and three days before 
retrieving both moorings, additional data were obtained on hydrographic stations and 
STD-stations with repeated lowerings covering the depth range of  the moored instru- 
ments. The lowering speed of the STD was adjusted with respect to the response time 
of the temperature sensor to obtain a maximum vertical resolution of about 1 m. The 
primary purpose of this experiment was a study of spatial scales of internal waves whose 
results will be published elsewhere. 

The experiment supplied a set of simultaneous data for a certain time period and a 
selected area in the deep ocean which can now be used to study the fine-structure 
contamination of internal wave spectra. The data from six STD-stations with 4, 6 
or 8 repeated profiles each were used to compute wave number spectra Fo(k) for the 
depth range 480-680 m or 440-600 m. Pre-whitening methods were used in the analysis. 
The spectra are shown in Fig. 1. A visual inspection indicates no significant changes from 
one set of profiles to the next one. All estimates of a total of 36 profiles for a depth range 
440--600 m were then averaged, and the resulting spectrum is plotted in Fig. 2. The 
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Fig. 1. Vertical wave number spectra of temperature fine-structure obtained from repeated STD 
lowerings at 6 stations, estimates averaged from spectra for 8, 6 o r  4 profiles each. 
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Fig. 2. 
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Vertical wave number spectrum of temperature fine-structure obtained by averaging 
estimates from 36 spectra of individual profiles. 

spectrum can be described by a wave number dependence proportional to k-q where q is 
between 2.5 and 3 and can be reasonably well approximated by 3 over a wide range. 
Somewhat similar results were obtained by R. Millard (personal communication) who 
observed a slope between --2.5 and --3 in the spectrum Fo(k) at corresponding wave 
numbers, with the energy level decreasing for decreasing mean gradient. The tempera- 
ture gradient spectrum Fo'(k) given by OSBOR~ and Cox (1972) leads to Fo(k) propor- 
tional to k -9"s up to k -4 for wave numbers between 10 -a and 10 -2 cycles cm -x. RODEN'S 
(1971) spectra probably do not display such steep slopes because data from depth 
ranges with very different mean gradients are combined there. 

5. THE F I N E - S T R U C T U R E  C ONTAMINATION 

The data from the above experiment suggest a fine-structure spectrum Fo(k) 
proportional to k -3 or a gradient spectrum Fo'(k) proportional to k -1 over a range of  
wave numbers from approximately 27r/50 m -1 to at least 2,r/2 m -1. The limits are not 
well defined, and the effect of  extending the range with the steep slope to lower wave 
numbers will be discussed later. A fine-structure model similar to GAmU~TT and MUNK'S 
(1971) model is used, but with the important difference of  a steeper slope in the wave 
number spectrum: 

Range 1 : Fo'(k) = 0 for k < kL 
0'2 

Range 2: Fo'(k) -- k -1 forkL ~ k ~ k s  (11) 
Inks --  lnkL 

Range 3: Fo'(k) = 0 for ks < k .  
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n 

Here 0'2 is the variance of the fine-structure gradient. 
Inserting (1 I) into (8) leads to the following expression where the slashes in the 

brackets indicate the limits corresponding to kL and ks:  

f~o's(¢o) -- 2rr-~ S 2 Z 2 Inks ~ lnkLJ0 [0/p/01 exp(--o~p) (iv. (12) 

By carrying out the Laplace transformation, we obtain: 

0,2 
F~,/s(~o) = S 2 Z ~ o~-3 [exp(--o~2o~s-2) -- exp(--~o~O~L-2)] (13) 

Inks --  lnkL 

with 

coS,L = S Z kS,L/V~2. 

The essential difference to GARP, ETT and Mtr~K (1971) is the oj-3 instead ofoJ -2 term in 
the above equation. The function in brackets in (13) behaves like 

~O2COL -2 for oJ ,~ O)L 
1 for ~oL ~ oJ ~ o~s 
exp(--o2~os -2) for cos ~ ~o. 

With a temperature spectrum FTga(~) = T'2F~(o) due to the mean gradient T' and an 
internal wave field with a vertical displacement spectrum F¢(oJ) we are now able to 
calculate the ratio y: 

A ratio ~, close to 1 or larger would indicate fine-structure contamination. The ratios ~,~ 
for the above three ranges i = l, 2, 3 are given by: 

y~ = y2 2 S ~ Z 2 kL 2 

S 2 Z 2 0'2 w-3 
~'2 = (14) 

T '2 Fc(oJ ) (Inks -- lnkL) 
~2 ) 

To compute the ~,~, we need some information about the internal wave field. The auto- 
spectra Fu,~(oJ) of  horizontal velocity between f and N are nearly proportional to oj-2 
(Figs. 3a--d). I f  they are dominated by internal waves, linear internal wave theory leads 
to a spectrum F~(oJ) proportional to co-~ and a vertical velocity spectrum F,~oJ) which is 
fiat in the internal wave range. Furthermore, the estimates of  horizontal and vertical 
velocity should be equal on the average at a frequency NIx /2  (PoCI~l, SICY, i972). 

The vertical velocity spectrum Fw~a(to) = T'-2F~n~t(w) was computed from the 
observed temperature difference spectrum F~r/o,(to) and the observed mean gradient 
T', and the resulting spectra for instruments 4182, 4184, 4185 and 4193 are plotted on 
top of the spectra Fu,v(¢o) of  horizontal velocity in Figs. 3a-d. The inertial frequency at 
Site D is 0.053 cph, the local Brunt-V~isal~ frequency at the selected depth is approxi- 
mately 1 cph. It turns out that F, oga(o~) has a mean slope much smaller than 1 between 
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Fig. 3. Frequency spectra ofhorizontal velocity obtained from current measurements (solid lines) 
and of vertical velocity from temperature measurements with the same instruments when applying 
mean temperature gradients from STD-profiling (dotted lines). Depth levels are 533 m (No. 4182), 

583 m (Nos. 4184 and 4193) and 633 m (No. 4185). 

f a n d  N a n d  drops off to low values below and above these limiting frequencies. Straight 
horizontal lines through the fiat portions of  Fd~(o~) cross the smoothed spectra 
Fu,~(oJ) near N / v ' 2  = 0"7 cph. 

It  therefore seems reasonable to assume that these spectra resemble mostly an 
internal wave field, and that fine-structure contamination does not increase the mean 
energy density level of  Fd~(oJ) by one order of  magnitude or more. 

We then write the true displacement spectrum with the constant A as F~(oJ) ~ Ao~-2 
for f ~ oJ < N and zero otherwise. The fino-structure spectrum is described by 
F o ' ( k )  ~ E k  - t  for k L  ~ k ~_~ k s  and zero otherwise. 

We obtain within the above limits for oJ and k: 

f, f/ N °J2Fd°J) doJ A doJ 

S 2 = ~, ,,, N f  

f, f;' N Fdc°) doJ AoJ-Sdo~ 

f/ f/ z ~  = F~( . , )  do, ~ A . , - ~ d . .  ~ f 

" ~  = - l d k  = E O n k s  - -  lnkt,). 

Inserting (15) in (14) results in 

0 ' 2  
y l  = 60 

T 'z (Inks - -  InkL) 2kr,2A 

NO'2 
00--1 

9'~ = T ,  2 0 n k s  - -  InkL) 

73 = 

m 
¢o 2 .lox  

T "2 ( I n k s  - -  lnkz) 

(15) 

06) 
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From our data, we find with kL =- 2rr/50 m-* and ks  = 27r/2 m -1 

S 2 = 0.053 × 4rr 2 h-" 

Z 2 - :  119 m 2 

A ~-6"25 × 2rr mZh  '-I 

E = 0"5 × 4rr z (10-a°C) z m -~ 

0 '2 = 64 (10-a°c) 2 m -2 

(T1) -2 = 0.0625 (10-2°C) -2 m z at z = 583 m. 

The ratio of  the mean square fine-structure variation to the square of  the mean gradient 
is 4. I f  very high wave numbers were to be considered, this ratio would be higher 
(GREGG and Cox, 1972). Because of a very large oJs, this is not necessary in this context. 

Using the above numbers, we find (dimensions of  co/2~ = h - 0 :  

yl(oJ) = 6"3 oa/2rr 

y~(oJ) = 1.2 oJ-1/2rr, } (17) 

and 

oJL/2~r = 0"45 cph 

cos/2~r = 11 cph. } (18) 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The result is sketched in Fig. 4. Here Ftda(oo) is the true vertical velocity spectrum, 
normalized with respect to energy density to equal 1 in the internal wave band. The 
normalized fine-structure spectrum FwfS(to) equals ~(to) between f and N. 

The spectrum obtained from temperature time series in the presence of  fine-structure 
is given by Pwga+fS(o~). For  a comparison ffwGMY*(~o) and l#wGM~a+fs(~o) indicate the 
respective spectra as obtained from GAm~Ea"r and MUNK'S model for the same Cox- 
number C: 

C 2 = O'2/T '2 ,-, 4 .  

It  can be concluded from our data that the fine-structure contamination has a maximum 
at ooz, and is smaller at lower and higher frequencies. A smaller Kz shifts the maximum 
of  the fine-structure contamination towards lower frequencies and increases its mag- 
nitude. Because oJs turns out to be much larger than N in our case, the fine-structure at 
wave numbers close to the lower limit kL is most important. 

With a fiat spectrum for O' as assumed by GAm~TT and MtmK (1971) and the same 
Cox-number and r.m.s, wave displacement, we find a maximum of contamination at 
the highest internal wave frequencies. The considerably lower level of  PtoGM Is relative 
to f fw Is is due to the smaller fine-structure contribution to temperature variance in this 
case. The relative contribution by the fine-structure to the temperature variance 
produced by internal waves is given by C 2 D  z [see Gmu~m'r and MUNK (1971), equation 
(26)] where the Fine-Structure Number  D is defined as 

D 2 = (/CzZZ) -1 . (19) 
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Fig. 4. Schematic presentation of fine-structure contamination in normalized vertical velocity 
spectra. 

/'tda: spectrum obtained from temperature series in the presence of a mean temperature 
gradient only. 
#w ~'s: spectral contribution due to fine-structure. 
-#wga+J'e: contaminated spectrum. 

For  a comparison, the respective spectra from GARRETT and MUNK'S (1971) model for the same 
Cox-number are indicated by #wGmls and ['wu,xqa+1,. The numbers indicate the slopes of the 

approximating functions ~,1 and y2. 
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In our case, K 2 Z  ~ ~ 4, and therefore C 2 D  2 ~ 1 while Garrett and Munk's model with 
the same C and Z leads to K 2 Z  2 ~ 47 and CZD 2 N 0.09. 

Assuming that the basic model provides a reasonable approximation, although KZ 
is not much larger than 1 in our case, and considering that the wave number spectra 
Fo'(k)  are proportional to k - n  with n close to, but somewhat below 1, the actual con- 
tamination and the resulting spectrum ~tda+1s(oJ) will be somewhat below the values 
indicated in Fig. 4. The observed spectra in Fig. 3 seem to indicate a trend similar to 
~#wqa+la(oJ); however, the ratio y is too close to I in this case to identify the fine-structure 
contributions in these spectra directly. 
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